16ft Dome: Nakshatra
Thiruvonam

Thiruvonam assists in discerning deeper truths beyond appearance, parting the veils of illusion to see the kernel of truth in every situation. The ability to "hear" beyond the mortal world exists within Thiruvonam. Spiritual transcendence and enlightenment are supported.

Thiruvonam brings “connection” between appropriate persons as well as between the inner self and the universal center of knowledge, promoting learning and wisdom. The talents and intuitive knowledge of music and eloquence are supported and enhanced. Teaching and writing are enhanced. A quick mind, excellent abilities to communicate, speak and write as well as to make appropriate connections between individuals and relevant opportunities, are strongly enhanced.

**Kindness, charity, positive fame and recognition are naturally magnetized.**

Prosperity is strongly enhanced and supported. Success in material matters is enhanced through the courageous undertaking of worthy causes which benefit humanity and all aspects of life. Moral courage is an ingredient which tends to determine one's material success. Such moral courage is also inherently nurtured and supported within this wave length of light and sound.

Prosperity and success in all endeavours and goals are greatly empowered and upheld through one's connection with this resonant frequency, bringing inner delight and spontaneous enjoyment of life in all of its experiences.

**Travel and study of various cultures is a natural tendency within this vibration.**

New adventures, pioneering in worthy fields, exploration, useful inventions, are all avenues which are supported to reach peak effectiveness and potential. Digestion of food and inner assimilation of life's experiences, deep emotional balance and integration between right brain and left brain are supported. Solidity of purpose and the ability to be grounded, to focus abstract principles and the enhancement of personal dependability in various circumstances are supported.

The all pervasive ruling quality of this wave length is the resonance of pure eternal JOY in every moment and experience of life, with direct connection with the eternal Divine Being and Reality.

Instructions for aligning the main entrance door to assist in maximizing the structure's conduction of the natural and powerful energies of the terrestrial and celestial energy grid systems. The qualities of this Nakshatra are enhanced by placing the Entry Door on the west side of the structure and facing 2 degrees south of true west (true west is 90 degrees angle to true north, not magnetic north). This is accomplished by turning the entire structure until this alignment for the Entry is obtained.